Motor Guard has introduced a first of its kind line of miniature sanding blocks. These new blocks are constructed of a specially formulated compound and their ergonomic shapes allow for fine, fingertip sanding on a wide variety of profiles and body lines. Each bar measures 3-1/2 inches in length.

Motor Guard’s new Mini-Blocks™ are available in three styles, the Rectangular Mini-Block (MB-10) for flat sanding and sharp corners, the Double D Mini-Block (MB-11) with radiused sides for sanding inside contours, and the Curved Mini-Block (MB-12) for complex body lines and details. The blocks are also offered in a see-through pegboard display of all three, the AP-7 Mini-Block™ Assortment.

From Pulling to Painting, Motor Guard Corporation is celebrating fifty years of providing time-saving and innovative solutions to the auto body repair and refinishing professional.